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Press Release Summary: The release of a new 
forum related to the new diet drug launched by 
Sanofi Aventis (acomplia). Here ,members can 
ask for help, change experience with other 
patients and find out the real truth about this 
new pill  

Press Release Body: For the last six months our blog 
was an important source of news about Acomplia. I 

thought that it would be more helpful if I would make things easier 
and open a forum related to the new obesity treatment launched by 
Sanofi Aventis, the second pharmaceutical provider in the world. 

I recently opened a forum where everybody can talk about Acomplia. 
Everybody can join the forum located at: 
http://www.inconvenientchristians.org/forum. I think I don’t have to 
tell you now how important this diet pill is,because if you’ll affiliate to 
this forum, you probablly now what I’m talking about. 

I thought it would be good to open a forum were we can all talk about 
this amazing pill. Here you are free to say what ever you think it’s 
right and expresse free without any censure. 

The Acomplia Forum advantages are: 
-you are able to get in contact with other people interested in 
Acomplia and all about it 
-you can share your opinion with other patients 
-you can debate lots of subject related to weight loss and especially 
Acomplia 



-if you have any research results you can freely make it public here 
-you can find the most reliable pharmacy,find the best prices and the 
dosage that fits for you 
-you can get advises from people that now all about Acomplia, even 
doctors 

We hope that this forum will make a difference and people can make 
the right choice before ordering any diet pills.  
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